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AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR A ONE-SIDED

RANK TEST IN A TWO-WAY LAYOUT

By

Taka-aki Shiraishi

Abstract. In the randomized block design with I blocks and two treatments, the

within-block rank test is considered. It is found that the test is asymptotically

efficientfor a large number of observations per each celland the asympotic ex-

pansion of that under the null hypothesis is obtained.

§1. Introduction

The model is as follows.

Xijlc= fl+ fii+ Tj + eijk

for : = 1, ･･･,/, ;=1,2, and 6 = 1, ■･-,si, where

2^=0,71+72=0 and {eiJk: i=l, ･･-,/, ;=1,2, *=1, ･･ -,sj}

(1)

are independent and identically distributed random variables from a distribution

function Fit) with density fit).

The null hypothesis is H:ti = t2=0 and the alternativeis K'.ti<t2. If 7=1,

(1) is the two-sample problem, the locally most powerful rank test exists and it

is asymptotically optimum. Then the exact table of significancelevels for small

samples and special scores is given, the asymptotic normality is followed, and

recently Bickel and Zwet [1] and Robinson [6] derived the asymptotic expansion

of the test. In the present paper, we will propose the asymptotically optimum

rank test and extend Robinson's result to the case of the model (1).

§ 2. Test statistic

In order to simplify the notations, we set s=su l=s2, s+t ―n, p = sjn and q =

1―p. Here define the scores function an{-) by a mapping from {1,2, ･･･,≫} to Rl

n
satisfying an(k)=― an(n―k + 1) for & = 1,2, ･ ･ -,n and E{≪≫(^)}2=1, and define within-

block rank Riik by the rank of Xijk among the f-th block {Xijk: .7= 1,2, ^ = 1,2,
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Then we reject H, if S=V(n―l)l(lpqn)J^ T,an(Riik) is too large. Hence

an(k)= E{-f'(X )lf(X≪V

it is a locally most powerful within-block

proposition.

Proposition.

- i=l

2 *j

n n

.7-1 k =

* jt=i
(2)

rank test and we find the following

Let

I 2 *j
f(xtjk-(t-Pi) and QnJ(x)=U U FI /(a?yt-^-j8<-Jy/V n)

i=i J=i fc=i

where Ji + J2=0. Also suppose that an(k) is defined by (2). // the sequence of the

joint density functions of {Xijk: i = l, ･･･,/, ;=1,2, ^ = 1,2, ■･･,sj}is {Q^^x)} and

lim Sj/n=pj where pj>0, then

limPr{S^sa }=limPr{log {QUX)IP(X)ma}

W-too "~ ~

(3)

where sa and ta are upper a-percentagepoints.

Proof. As our proposed testsare similarto piand /3j,we may assume //=$

=0 in the model (1). Then from LeCam's thirdlemma statedin VI 1.4 of [5]

and from theorem V 2.1 of [5],it followsthat

＼og{Qni{X)UXX)}=log＼x＼
U=i

-r* N{-l{fWJ2J(fW)

-^ N(I(fWI2,I(fW)

f(Xijk-AjlVn)lf(Xijk)＼

under H

under {Qn^x}} probability,

where /(/) is the Fisher information number and

2

7 = 1 ＼ fc=l /

On the other hand, from [5],

Xi =
ian(RUk)lVpq

―■*
k=＼ L

N(O,1)

-^ N(Vl(f)IIb,l)

under H

under {Qnj} probability.

Since {Xi'.l^i^n} are independent random variables,from theorem 3.2 of [2],

S ―^ JV(O,1) under H

__> N(VI(f)b,l) under {QnA probability.

Therefore the left and right hands of the equation (3) of the proposition are

equal to l~0(ka ―Vl(f)b) where $(･) is the standard normal distributionfunction
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and ka is the upper a-percentage point of $(･). So the result follows.

The right hand of the equation (3) is the asymptotic power of the most power-

ful testfor // versus Kn:Tj = djlVn as ≪->-oo. Hence when tj is small and an(k)

is defined by (2), the test based on S is efficient.Hajek and Sidak [5] refer to

the rank test satisfying this proposition as asymptotically optimum.

§3. Asymptotic expansion

In order to investigate the asymptotic expansion of the testbased on S under
･n

the null hypothesis, we need the following definitions. Let Arn = H＼an(k)＼r,bn ―

max |#,(&)!,p = sjn, q~t/n and let the notation # denote the number of elements.

lSkin
Also we set Assumption (I).

Assumption (I)

For any c>0, there exist £>0, c'>0 and 8 not depending on n and x which

satisfy the condition:

for any x£R＼

${k:＼an{k)t-x-2r7c＼>e for r=0, ±1,±2, ･･･ and te(cb^,c'A^)}^dn.

Robinson [6] showed that Wilcoxon and normal scores satisfy Assumption (I).

Here we get the theorem.

Theorem

If we set

Gns(x)=0(x)+D40U){(1 - 6bq)Ainl(24fiaI) - (1 - 4fiq)l(Spain)}

and suppose that Assumption (/) is satisfied, where R(x) is the standard normal

distribution function and D4 is the fourth differential, then ＼Pr{S^x) ―Gng(x)＼<BAsn

for all x, where B is a function of p only.

*
Proof. The characteristic function of v (n―Y)l(npq) T, an(Ri＼k)is from [3],

fnsi:t)= ^yEexp[iV(n-l)l{npq)t{an(k1)+ ･■■+≪≫(£,)}]

= [27cBnt(p)ri[" ft [q+peil^n-^'np^tan^^]e-iesdd

le summation over all vectors (^j, ･･･,^s) with intege:

l^i<---&.^≫ and Bns{p) =
(n＼pY-s.

where 2 is the summation over all vectors (ku ･･･,^s) with integer elements and

Here we transform
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fn,(t)= [(npqy/227tBns(p)r＼ U p*(<!>,t)d</>,

where

p^tf,,t)=qe-tP*≫*w-l'2+peiqt''*iP9>~W2 and fBfc= w-1/V + V(≫-l)/≪ ta≫(A?)

Hence the characteristic function of S is {fns(tlV I )}7. Setting

flf≫.(0= e-i2/2[l+*≪{(1-epq)AtnK2ipq)-(1 -4/^)/(8^≫)}],

the distribution function with characteristic function {gns(tlV I)}1 is

)( £){(!-
6pq)A4nl(24Ppq) - (1 - Apq)l(8Ppqn)}*

where Dik is the 4£-thdifferential.

Then from XVI. 3 lemma 1 of [4],

＼Fns(x)-Hns(x)＼^llr＼T ＼{fns(tlVI)V-{gns(tlV l)Vlt＼dt + 24dKxT)

J-T

^1/AT ＼fUtlVT)-gUtlVT)＼l＼t＼dt+24dKxT),

J-T

where d=sup{H'ns(x)}

X

Hence if we take T=c'A^, from the similar way of getting the equations (17)

and (18) of [6], we find that

[
T

+T ＼fns(tlVT)-gns(tlVJ)＼l＼t＼dt^BlA5n
J-t Jr-i

and

s

-r-i
IMt/Vl )-gUtlV I )＼l＼t＼dt^B2A,n.

Here we get ＼Fns(x)―Hns(x)＼<BaA&n, where Bu B2 and B3 are functions of p only.

Now from the Holder inequality, since A4n^n~l and

n ( n -i1/3f n ＼2/3
Atn= S ＼an(k)＼^＼E |≪≪(A)|4 ] L|fl≫(*)|4 =^|£

we have Ainln^Aln^A5n.

Therefore we get the theorem.
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